
Duvets
Good duvets are indispensable for your guests’ 
sleeping comfort. Blycolin offers a wide collection 
of duvets, each with fine features suitable for 
intensive use. Our duvets are washable, which  
is important for hygiene, health and durability. 
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In our collection, we have three different duvets produced by a duvet specialist. 
With the guaranteed qualities, your guests will be kept warm!

Pure recycled
A 100% recycled duvet with a fill weight of 350gr/m2. The combination of Ultrolite® 
recycled polyester hollow fibers and a microfiber recycled ticking makes for a durable 
duvet. The tick is made from 100% used and recycled PET bottles. As there is a lot of air 
in and between the fibers, excess moisture can be dispersed quickly. The duvet is anti-
allergenic, washable up to max 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperatures.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.

Pure Comfort
This duvet has several outstanding features. The Ultrolite® polyester hollow fiber 
ensures good moisture regulation, as there is a lot of air in and between the fibers. 
Besides the extra hygienic properties, the duvet with 100% cotton tick remains springy. 
The Pure Comfort duvet with diamond stitching and a weight of 400gr/m2 can be washed 
up to 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low temperatures.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.
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Ecodown
The Ecodown duvet is filled with the super soft (siliconised) Airolite® polyester fiber  
that feels like down and has a 100% percale cotton tick. This duvet, with block stitching, 
is permanently springy and regulates moisture very well. It has a weight of 400gr/m2.
Moreover, it is anti-allergic, washable up to 40˚C and can even be tumble-dried at low 
temperature. Of course, it is good to air and fluff out a duvet regularly.
Ecodown duvets are packaged individually.

Dimensions Dimensions

140/200 cm 200/220 cm

140/220 cm 240/220 cm

200/200 cm

Order per box, sizes 140/200-220 5 pieces, size 200/200-220 4 pieces and sizes 240/220 3 pieces. Supplied in a PU bag.

Duvet bag
Duvets that are not in use should be safely stored without losing their qualities. 
We have therefore developed a special duvet bag for responsibly storing your duvets.

Item Dimensions

Duvet bag non-woven blue 1-bed

Duvet bag non-woven blue Double

The minimum order quantity is 10 pieces.
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